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Abstract

The Bounded Set-up Knapsack Problem (BSKP) is a generalization of the Bounded Knapsack Problem (BKP), where each
item type has a set-up weight and a set-up value that are included in the knapsack and the objective function value, respectively, if
any copies of that item type are in the knapsack. This paper provides three dynamic programming algorithms that solve BSKP in
pseudo-polynomial time and a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme (FPTAS). A key implication from these results is that
the dynamic programming algorithms and the FPTAS can also be applied to BKP. One of the dynamic programming algorithms
presented solves BKP with the same time and space bounds of the best known dynamic programming algorithm for BKP. Moreover,
the FPTAS improves the worst-case time bound for obtaining approximate solutions to BKP as compared to using FPTASs designed
for BKP or the 0-1 Knapsack Problem.
Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The Bounded Knapsack Problem (BKP) is defined by a knapsack capacity and a set of n item types, each having a
positive integer value, a positive integer weight, and a positive integer bound on its availability. The objective of BKP
is to select the number of each item type (subject to its availability) to add to the knapsack such that their total weight
is within capacity and their total value is maximized. The 0-1 Knapsack Problem (KP) is a particular case of BKP in
which only one copy of each item type may be added to the knapsack. Martello and Toth [13] and Kellerer et al. [9]
summarize research related to KP and many of its variations.

This paper addresses a generalization of BKP called the Bounded Set-up Knapsack Problem (BSKP). BSKP
generalizes BKP by including a non-negative set-up weight and a set-up value associated with each item type. The set-
up weight (value) is included in the knapsack (objective function) if any copies of that item type are in the knapsack.
The Integer Knapsack Problem with Set-up Weights (IKPSW) [15] is a particular case of BSKP in which each
item type’s bound is unlimited and set-up value is zero. McLay and Jacobson [15] provide dynamic programming
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algorithms, a Greedy heuristic, and a FPTAS for IKPSW. Both BSKP and IKPSW are motivated by applications in
the area of aviation security [16,14].

This paper presents three dynamic programming algorithms that solve BSKP in pseudo-polynomial time using
the characteristics of BSKP. In addition, a fully polynomial-time approximation algorithm (FPTAS) is presented that
obtains solutions whose values are within an arbitrary level ε of the optimal solution value. A key contribution of
this paper is that the algorithms and heuristics presented also provide efficient methods for solving and approximating
BKP. Algorithms for BKP are given by Martello and Toth [12], Ingargiola and Korsh [6], Pferschy [18], Pisinger
[19] and Kellerer et al. [9]. One of the dynamic programming algorithms for BSKP has the same time and space
complexity for solving BKP as the best dynamic programming algorithm for BKP [18]. The FPTAS for BSKP also
obtains approximate solutions to BKP with a better worst-case time bound as compared to those obtained from using
a FPTAS designed for KP to obtain approximate solutions to BKP.

BSKP has similarities to several other knapsack variations in addition to BKP. The Bounded Knapsack Problem
with Setups is a particular case of BSKP that does not include set-up values but only set-up weights. Süral et al. [20]
present a branch and bound algorithm for this problem. The Set-up Knapsack Problem (SKP) is a variation of KP that
considers partitioning the items into families that are known a priori [2]. There is an item associated with each family
that must be added to the knapsack before adding any items in its family, and the weight and value of this item can
take on real numbers that may be negative, rather than non-negative integers as in BSKP.

BSKP is a particular instance of precedence-constrained knapsack problems [5,7,1,17]. To see this, construct a
BKP instance with two item types for every item type in BSKP. In particular, for each item type in BSKP, first create
an item type with weight equal to the sum of the item type’s weight and set-up weight, value equal to the sum of the
item type’s value and set-up value, and a bound of one. Then create a second BKP item type with the same weight
and value of the BSKP item type, and with bound one less than that of the BSKP item type. The set of precedence
constraints guarantees that each item with the set-up weight and set-up value is added before the other items of that
type.

BSKP can also be transformed into a particular instance of the Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP). In
MCKP, the set of items are partitioned into classes, and exactly one item from each class must be added to the
knapsack. To transform BSKP into an instance of MCKP, a class is created for each item type. In each class, a
set of items are created to account for all possible multiplicities of the item type, up to the given bound (i.e., the
MCKP value is a multiple of the value, and the MCKP weight is the sum of the set-up weight and a multiple of
the weight), including an item with weight and value equal to zero. The size of the MCKP instance depends on
the size of the bounds. Note that the transformation to MCKP allows for the negative set-up weights and set-up
values.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces BSKP and formulates BSKP as an integer program.
Section 3 describes three pseudo-polynomial time dynamic programming algorithms for solving BSKP. Section 4
presents two approximation algorithms for BSKP, including a Greedy heuristic and a FPTAS for BSKP, which obtain
solutions to BSKP that are within a factor of 1/2 and ε ∈ (0, 1/2] of the optimal solution value, respectively. Section 5
analyzes the performance of the dynamic programming algorithms and the FPTAS in Sections 3 and 4 when applied
to BKP. Section 6 provides concluding comments and directions for future research.

2. Problem formulation

BSKP generalizes IKPSW by including a bound for the availability of each item type and a set-up value associated
with each item type that is added to the objective value if any copies of that item type are added to the knapsack.
BSKP is given by n item types, values vi ∈ Z+

0 , set-up values ui ∈ Z+

0 , weights wi ∈ Z+, set-up weights si ∈ Z+

0 ,
and bounds bi ∈ Z+ corresponding to each item type i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and knapsack capacity c ∈ Z+. Without loss
of generality, assume that si + biwi ≤ c, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (i.e., the bounds are defined such that bi copies of item type
i = 1, 2, . . . , n can fit into the knapsack) and that

∑n
i=1(si + biwi ) > c to ensure a nontrivial solution. Note that this

implies that bi ≤ b(c − si )/wic, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. BSKP is trivially NP-hard since it is a generalization of IKPSW,
which itself is NP-hard [15].

BSKP can be formulated as an integer programming (IP) model, where the integer decision variables xi indicate
how many items of type i = 1, 2, . . . , n are added to the knapsack, and the binary decision variables yi indicate if any
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copies of item type i = 1, 2, . . . , n are in the knapsack.

max
n∑

i=1

vi xi +

n∑
i=1

ui yi (1)

subject to
n∑

i=1

wi xi +

n∑
i=1

si yi ≤ c (2)

1
bi

xi − yi ≤ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n (3)

yi ≤ xi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n (4)
xi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , bi }, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (5)
yi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (6)

In (1), the objective of BSKP is to maximize the total value of the items in the knapsack, including set-up values. The
first constraint, (2), ensures that the weight of the items in the knapsack, including their set-up weights, do not exceed
the knapsack capacity. The second and third sets of 2n constraints, (3) and (4), guarantee that yi = 1 if any items of
type i are in the knapsack (i.e., xi > 0) and that yi = 0 otherwise, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The fourth set of n constraints, (5),
indicates that xi is a non-negative integer within its bounds, and the final set of n constraints, (6), indicates that yi is
binary, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

3. Dynamic programming algorithms

This section introduces three dynamic programming algorithms for BSKP that obtain the optimal solution set and
its value. The details of these algorithms are given in [14].

The first dynamic programming algorithm (labeled DP-W1) uses a nested approach to solve BSKP in O(nc) time
and space by extending an algorithm for IKPSW to handle set-up values and bounds [15]. To describe DP-W1, define
zr (c̄), r = 1, 2, . . . , n, c̄ = 0, 1, . . . , c, as the optimal solution value to the knapsack subproblem defined on the first
r item types with capacity c̄, with xr (c̄) defined as the corresponding optimal number of copies of item type r . Define
z̄r (c̄) as the optimal value over the first r = 1, 2, . . . , n item types with knapsack capacity c̄ = 0, 1, . . . , c given such
that 1 ≤ x̄r (c̄) < br copies of item type r are present in the knapsack,

z̄r (c̄) = max{z̄r (c̄ − wr ) + vr , zr−1(c̄ − wr − sr ) + vr + ur }.

Define z̄∗
r (c̄) as the optimal value over the first r item types with capacity c̄, given that br copies of item type r are

in the knapsack. At each step of the recursion, zr (c̄) adds either no items of type r to the knapsack (using zr−1(c̄)),
adds at least one copy of item type r to the knapsack (using z̄r (c̄)), or adds br copies of item type r to the knapsack
(using z̄∗

r (c̄)), calling at most two other recursions,

zr (c̄) = max{zr−1(c̄), z̄r (c̄), z̄∗
r (c̄)}.

If only the optimal value is desired then DP-W1 can be modified to reduce the space bound to O(n + c).
The second dynamic programming algorithm (labeled DP-DC) solves BSKP in O(nc) time and O(n + c) space by

applying a storage reduction scheme using a recursive “divide and conquer” approach [3,18]. To solve BSKP, the set
of items is divided such that the cardinality of each set is approximately equal, creating two subproblems. BSKP is
solved over each subset of items given capacity 0, 1, . . . , c. The solutions to both subproblems are combined, and the
optimal number of items of one item type from each subproblem is known. Each subproblem is then divided into two
more subproblems, and this process is repeated until the optimal solution set is known. Pferschy [18] shows how this
approach requires O(nc) time and O(n + c) space.

The final dynamic programming algorithm solves BSKP with lists. List Lr contains a series of m entries over the
first r item types

Lr = 〈(V1, W1, I1), (V2, W2, I2), . . . , (Vm, Wm, Im)〉,
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where Vr denotes the value (including set-up values) of the partial knapsack solution, Wr denotes the corresponding
weight (including set-up weights) of the partial knapsack solution, and Ir is the set of items in the knapsack and their
multiplicity. The dominated entries are removed, and the lists are sorted in increasing value and weight, resulting in
low storage requirements. This results in algorithm DP-L1, described in pseudo-code by Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 BSKP Dynamic Programming Algorithm DP-L1
L0 = 〈(0, 0, ∅)〉

for r = 1 to n do
Add item type r (including set-up weights and values) to all elements in Lr−1, yielding L ′

r−1.
Add item type r (not including set-up weights and values) to all elements in L ′

r−1, keeping between 1 and br − 1
copies of item type r , yielding L ′

r−1.
Add br copies of item type r (including set-up weights and values) to all elements in Lr−1, yielding L ′′

r−1.
Lr merges Lr−1, L ′

r−1, and L ′′

r−1.
end for
return the largest state in Ln

There are three lists in DP-L1, Lr−1 contains the optimal knapsack subproblem solutions over the first r − 1
item types, L ′

r−1 contains the optimal knapsack subproblem solutions over the first r item types given that there are
between 1 and br − 1 copies of item type r in the knapsack, and L ′′

r−1 contains the optimal knapsack subproblem
solutions over the first r item types given that there are br copies of item type r in the knapsack. When constructing
L ′

r−1, single copies of item type r are added to existing entries in the list from smallest to largest weight and value,
which allows multiple copies of each item type to be added to the partial knapsack solutions. In particular, item type
r is added to each entry in constant time if L ′

r−1 is a linked list, with new items being added to the beginning of
the list. Note that first item type (r = 1) can be added to all items in the current list as long as there is room in the
knapsack. Additional items of type r = 1, 2, . . . , n can be added, but the bound br must be first checked. Let U be an
upper bound on the optimal objective function value. Kellerer et al. [9, p. 52] show how the two lists can be merged in
O(min{c, U }) time using pointers, and their method is trivially modified to merge three lists. The resulting algorithm
requires O(n min{c, U }) time and O(n min{c, U }) space.

4. Fully polynomial-time approximation scheme

This section presents a FPTAS for BSKP. To describe this FPTAS, define a reward as an item type i ∈ R with
bound bi > 1 such that either ui/si > vi/wi if si > 0, or ui > 0 if si = 0. Alternatively, define a penalty item type
i ∈ P as an item type such that either ui/si ≤ vi/wi if si > 0, or ui = 0 if si = 0. Note that R and P partition the set
of item types, {1, 2, . . . , n}.

The FPTAS uses the BSKP Greedy heuristic, labeled H1/2
B , which obtains solutions that are within a factor of

1/2 of the optimal solution in O(n) time. An integer feasible solution for BSKP can be easily constructed from the
linear programming relaxation of BSKP, yielding zg [14]. Let zb

= maxi {ui + bivi }. Then, H1/2
B yields the objective

function value

zh
= max{zg, zb

}.

The absolute error, given by E = z − zh , where z is the optimal objective function value, can be determined by
the critical item type in the linear programming relaxation. McLay [14] shows that H1/2

B provides an integer feasible
solution whose objective function value is greater than half of the optimal objective function value and that this bound
is tight.

The BSKP approximation algorithm, FB(ε), obtains solutions whose values are within a factor of ε of the optimal
solution value. There is a preprocessing phase and two main phases, the dynamic programming and Greedy phases,
in the execution of FB(ε) for ε < 1/2.

In the preprocessing phase, H1/2
B is called to find a lower bound on the optimal value, zh . Let the threshold value

be defined as θ = εzh/2, and let the scale factor be defined as δ = ε2zh/4. The set of item types can be partitioned
into four subsets, Dynamic Programming item types (D), Greedy item types (G), Transition Penalty item types (TP )
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and Transition Reward item types (TR). An item type i ∈ P is a Dynamic Programming item if vi ≥ θ , and it is a
Greedy item type if vi bi + ui ≤ θ . Otherwise, item type i is a Transition Penalty item type (i.e., vi bi + ui > θ and
vi < θ ). An item type i ∈ R is a Dynamic Programming item if vi ≥ θ , and it is a Greedy item type if vi + ui ≤ θ .
Otherwise, item type i is a Transition Reward item type (i.e., vi + ui > θ and vi < θ).

The Dynamic Programming, Transition Penalty and Transition Reward item types are used to form an instance of
the augmented problem with n A = |D| + |TR | + |TP | ≤ n item types as follows. An item type in the augmented
problem is created for each item type i ∈ D with weight wi , set-up weight si , value vi , set-up value ui , and bound bi .
The items are added during the dynamic programming phase with scaled values b(vi + ui )/δc for the first copy and
bvi/δc for the remaining copies. An item type in the augmented problem is created for each item type i ∈ TR with
weight wi , set-up weight si , value vi , set-up value ui , and bound 1. The item is added during the dynamic programming
phase with scaled value b(vi + ui )/δc. For every item type i ∈ TP , first find the smallest integer qi such that qivi > θ .
An item type in the augmented problem is created for each item type i ∈ TP with weight qiwi , set-up weight si , value
qivi , set-up value ui , and bound bbi/qic. The items are added during the dynamic programming phase with scaled
values b(qivi + ui )/δc for the first item type and bqivi/δc for the remaining item types, adding qi copies each time.

The dynamic programming algorithm DP-L1 solves the augmented problem using the scaled values instead of the
values and set-up values. Note that DP-L1 considers at most⌊ z

δ

⌋
≤

2zh

1
4ε2zh

=
8
ε2

total states.
The Greedy phase uses H1/2

B to insert the Greedy, Transition Penalty, and Transition Reward item types into the
dynamic programming solutions. Copies of Greedy item types can be added to any dynamic programming solution.
However, a Transition Penalty or a Transition Reward item type can only be added to dynamic programming solution
with at least one copy of that item type in the knapsack, with the set-up weight added to the knapsack and the set-up
value included in the objective function value. Therefore, the set-up weight and the set-up value for any item type
i ∈ TP or i ∈ TR are set to zero in the Greedy phase.

The Greedy phase executes H1/2
B using the Greedy, Transition Penalty, and Transition Reward item types as in

H1/2
B . The item types considered in the Greedy phase are inserted into each defined state considered in the dynamic

programming phase. A Transition Reward or a Transition Penalty item type are not considered if they are not present
in the dynamic programming solution. Therefore, the Greedy phase requires O(n/ε2) time to execute.

The total time and space bounds for FB(ε) are O(n/ε2) and O(n + 1/ε3), respectively. To see this, note that the
dynamic programming phase considers at most 8/ε2 states, and there are no more than 4/ε items in the dynamic
programming solution. These bounds may be improved by using techniques given by Lawler [10] and Kellerer
et al. [9]. Theorem 1 shows that the solution obtained by FB(ε) is within a factor of ε of the optimal solution.

Theorem 1. FB(ε) is a FPTAS for BSKP.

Proof. Let z f be the value of the solution obtained by FB(ε), and let z be the optimal solution value. Error between
the heuristic and optimal solutions accumulates in the dynamic programming and the Greedy phases. Note that for any
item i in the augmented problem with value v̂i , set-up value ûi , scaled value for the first copy added to the knapsack
ūi , and scaled value for the remaining copies v̄i , δūi ≤ v̂i + ûi < δ(ūi +1) if the first copy of item type i is added, and
δv̄i ≤ v̂i < δ(v̄i + 1) otherwise. Since the augmented problem is defined such that no more than z/θ items can fit in
any of the dynamic programming solutions, then the error during the dynamic programming phase is limited to δz/θ .

The absolute error made by H1/2
B in the Greedy phase is limited by θ . To see this, note that the absolute error is

limited by

max{max
i∈G

{vi bi + ui }, max
i∈TP

{vi }, max
i∈TR

{vi }} ≤ max{θ, θ, θ} = θ.

Therefore, the relative error is bounded above by ε since

z − z f

z
≤

δ

θ
+

θ

z
=

ε2zh/4
εzh/2

+
εzh/2

z
≤ ε. �
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5. Application to the bounded knapsack problem

There is a dearth of specialized algorithms and heuristics for BKP. The dynamic programming algorithms in
Section 3 and the FPTAS F1/2

B can efficiently solve or approximate BKP.
The dynamic programming algorithms can be applied to solve BKP without modification. Therefore, DP-W1

solves BKP in O(nc) time and space, DP-DC solves BKP in O(nc) time and O(n +c) space, and DP-L1 solves BKP in
O(n min{c, U }) time and space. Pferschy [18] presents a dynamic programming algorithm that solves BKP in O(nc)
time and O(n + c) space. Therefore, DP-DC solves BKP and BSKP, its generalization, with the same time and space
requirements. It is unclear how the dynamic programming algorithm given by Pferschy [18] could be modified to
solve BSKP.

FPTASs for KP typically are used to obtain approximate solutions to BKP by converting BKP to a KP instance [4,
10,11,13]. Doing so creates an instance of KP with

n̂ =

n∑
i=1

dlog2(bi + 1)e

items. The FPTAS in [8] executes in O(n̂ min{n̂, log(1/ε)} + (1/ε2) log(1/ε) min{n̂, 1/ε log(1/ε)}) time and O(n̂ +

1/ε2) space, the best time and space bounds of a FPTAS for BKP.
The FPTAS FB(ε) can be modified to obtain ε-approximate solutions to BKP in O(n/ε2) time and O(n + 1/ε3)

space, using the Greedy heuristic for BKP (instead of H1/2
B ) and DP-L1. The worst-case time bound during the

Greedy phase is O(n log(1/ε) + 1/ε2) if the item types are sorted in nondecreasing order of their value-to-weight
ratios. Therefore, FB(ε) has a better worst-case time complexity than applying any of the FPTASs designed for KP to
BKP, although Kellerer and Pferschy [8] and Pferschy [18] provide a better space bound. Note that direct comparison
of these time complexities depends on the relationship between n and 1/ε for particular instances of BKP.

6. Conclusions

The results presented in this paper provide a detailed analysis of the Bounded Set-up Knapsack Problem,
a generalization of the Bounded Knapsack Problem, and the Integer Knapsack Problem with Set-up Weights.
Specialized algorithms are presented for BSKP, included three dynamic programming algorithms and a FPTAS. An
implication of this research is that the dynamic programming algorithms and the FPTAS FB(ε) can be applied to BKP.
Although the specialized dynamic programming algorithms presented solve BSKP in pseudo-polynomial time, they
are not practical for solving large problem instances. Work is in progress to design more efficient methods to solve
BSKP that exploit the characteristics of this problems, including the bounds, set-up weights and set-up values.
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